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Abstract
Objective To evaluate the role of the European Union (EU)
as a research collaborator in the UK’s success as a global
leader in healthcare research and innovation and quantify
the impact that Brexit may have.
Design Network and regression analysis of scientific
collaboration, followed by simulation models based on
alternative scenarios.
Setting International real-world collaboration network
among all countries involved in robotic surgical research
and innovation.
Participants 772 organisations from industry and
academia nested within 56 countries and connected
through 2397 collaboration links.
Main outcome measures Research impact measured
through citations and innovation value measured through
the innovation index.
Results Globally, the UK ranks third in robotic surgical
innovation, and the EU constitutes its prime collaborator.
Brokerage opportunities and collaborators’ geographical
diversity are associated with a country’s research impact
(c=211.320 and 244.527, respectively; p<0·01) and
innovation (c=18.819 and 30.850, respectively; p<0·01).
Replacing EU collaborators with US ones is the only
strategy that could benefit the UK, but on the condition that
US collaborators are chosen among the top-performing
ones, which is likely to be very difficult and costly, at least
in the short term.
Conclusions This study suggests what has long been
argued, namely that the UK-EU research partnership
has been mutually beneficial and that its continuation
represents the best possible outcome for both negotiating
parties. However, the uncertainties raised by Brexit
necessitate looking beyond the EU for potential research
partners. In the short term, the UK’s best strategy might
be to try and maintain its academic links with the EU.
In the longer term, strategic relationships with research
powerhouses, including the USA, China and India, are
likely to be crucial for the UK to remain a global innovation
leader.

Introduction
On 23 June 2016, the UK voted to leave the
European Union (EU) through the Brexit
referendum. Since then there has been a
dramatic rise in the number of publications
on Brexit and its potential impact on the
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Strengths and limitations of this study
►► This study is the first of its kind in surgical research,

using network analysis and simulation modelling, to
examine the impact of Brexit on a key area in which
the UK is set to be a global leader.
►► It comes at a very critical time point when the level
of participation of the UK in future European Union
(EU) programmes on science and innovation is still
to be negotiated.
►► The UK’s real-world international collaboration network was constructed and analysed making this
study of practical value to the UK government, its
negotiators and policy-makers when it comes to
setting priorities, making decisions and devising international strategies following Brexit.
►► Limitations are mainly concerned with the focus of
the analysis on a very specific field, which does not
make it straightforward to generalise results to other
domains.
►► The simulation models employed are conservative,
as the potential loss of EU funding and/or human
capital as a result of Brexit was not accounted for.

UK’s performance across various sectors.1–3
A number of quantitative studies have been
produced on the impact that Brexit might
have on the UK’s economy, trade and industries.4–8 However, the majority of these studies
in the scientific and healthcare literature have
resulted in editorials and letters expressing
individuals’ as well as scientific and industrial bodies’ concerns.1 9–13 With only few
exceptions (eg, one recent work in the field
of scientometrics),14 even the handful of
studies on the impact of Brexit on healthcare,
research and innovation are limited to narrative descriptions of possible scenarios, and
thus fail to provide any measurement of the
reported expected impact.2 15 16 To preserve
the UK’s global leading position in healthcare innovation, the measurement of impact
is needed that can inspire the development
of a coherent set of policies for each scenario.
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As robotics features at the top of the UK government’s
Eight Great Technologies initiative,17 this study aims to
assess the contribution of the EU to the UK’s success as a
global leader in robotic surgery. Simulation-based studies
have been carried out to evaluate how the UK’s prominent position could be preserved (or even improved)
in the event that UK-EU research collaborations should
deteriorate significantly. These studies leverage network
analysis to provide visual maps and a quantitative assessment of collaborative patterns and their association with
innovation.18 The findings may assist policy-makers in
directing the UK’s international strategy post-Brexit with
a view to ensuring downsides are mitigated and opportunities beyond the EU seized.
Methods
The dataset
All articles on robotic surgery were extracted from the
Web of Science platform (Clarivate Analytics, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA). The search was performed
on 17 January 2017, and produced 3866 peer-reviewed
articles published between July 1988 and January 2017
(see online supplementary S.1, figure S1 and table S1
for details), which were then used to construct the international collaboration network. Any article that did not
represent original research studies on robotic surgery
(eg, review article or conference article) was excluded.
The International collaboration network
The international collaboration network was constructed
and analysed using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick,
Massachusetts, USA). To this end, this study has adopted
the widely established practice of using coauthorship
of articles as a proxy for scientific collaboration.19–21
First, a network comprising 2397 collaboration links
connecting 772 organisations across 56 countries and
7 geographical regions was constructed (online supplementary appendix). Links and nodes were then aggregated to produce a real-world collaboration network
between countries. In this network, each node represents
a country, and links between nodes represent collaborations between countries. This is a weighted network in
which each link is associated with a value reflecting the
intensity of the collaboration between the connected
nodes (see online supplementary S.2 for details).
Patient and public involvement
The ideas and design of this study have been formed
through long-standing discussions with members of the
public (including patients), academics, policy-makers
and the industry.
Outcome measures
Two outcome measures were calculated at the national
level:
Research impact (snci)
This was measured as the sum of the research performance of all organisations residing in a given country. In
2

turn, for each organisation, academic performance was
measured by computing the sum of the normalised citations received by all articles published by the organisation across the years. To obtain normalised citations, the
citation count for each publication in a given year was
divided by the average number of citations obtained by
all articles published in the same year (see online supplementary S.3.1 and S.4 for details).
Innovation index (iii)
This metric was specifically developed for the measurement of surgical innovation. It is based on surgical implementation stages and levels of evidence associated with
articles, and was validated against real-world data from
the clinical setting. We measured the innovation index of
a given country as the sum of the innovation indices of all
organisations residing in the country. In turn, for a given
organisation, the innovation index was computed as a
function of the innovative value of all articles published
by authors affiliated with that organisation (see online
supplementary S.3.1, figures S2–S3 and table S2 for
details).18
Network measures
A number of measures were computed to capture the
structural position that each country occupies in the
global collaboration network (see online supplementary
S.5.1–S.5 for details).18 22 23
Degree (ki)
This is defined as the number of a node’s direct links
to other nodes, that is, the number of countries a focal
country collaborates with. A country i has a link with a
country j if there is at least one organisation in i that
collaborates with the at least one organisation residing
in j. Thus, a link between two countries i and j implies
that there are at least two scientists, one affiliated with an
organisation in country i and the other in country j, that
have coauthored at least one publication, thus generating
a collaborative link between the corresponding countries
(see online supplementary S.5.1 for details).19 22
Effective size (esi)
This measure captures the extent to which a focal node
is connected to non-redundant nodes, thus reflecting
brokerage opportunities between contacts. A node’s links
to neighbours are redundant when the neighbours are
already connected with each other and can thus bypass
the focal node. Following Latora et al,22 we defined a node
i’s effective size as a function of the node’s degree ki and
its binary local clustering coefficient cci  (defined as the
ratio between the number of actual triangles centred on
the node i and the maximum possible number of such
triangles; see online supplementary S.5.2 for details).24
Thus, the more a node’s neighbours are connected with
each other, the more closed triangles are centred on the
node, and the lower the value of the effective size of the
node (see online supplementary S.5.3 for details).
Garas G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025025. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025025
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Efficiency (ei)
This is the normalised effective size of a node i, that is,
the ratio between node i’s effective size esi and its degree
ki . To facilitate the interpretation of the estimated regression coefficients, all values of efficiency were standardised
(see online supplementary S.5.3 for details).

details). For country i, we estimated the following two
models:

Geographical dispersion of collaborations
To capture the geographical dispersion of a country’s
collaborative activities, the geographical entropy εi  of
country i’s collaborations was computed (see online
supplementary S.5.4 for details).25 A country’s geographical entropy increases as the country: (1) collaborates
with (organisations located in) more countries and (2)
devotes an equal amount of collaborative effort towards
each of these countries. To facilitate the interpretation
of the estimated regression parameters, all values of
geographical entropy were standardised.

	

Control variables
Two additional country-level characteristics were
controlled for: (1) average contribution
to publication of
⟨
⟩
international collaborators, pint
,
that
is,
the degree to
 ai 
which international collaboration contributed on average
to an article published by country i and (2) average
number
of publications per domestic organisation,
⟨
⟩
A
,
that
is the ratio between the total number of articles
org
 i 
published by country i and the total number of unique
organisations in country i (see online supplementary
S.5.5 and figure S4 for details). Moreover, fixed effects
for countries’ geographical regions were estimated.
Statistical analysis
A summary of the names, symbols and interpretation
of all dependent and independent variables used in
the regression analysis is provided in table 1. To investigate the association between brokerage and geographical entropy on the one hand and research impact
and innovation on the other, efficient generalised
methods-of-moments (GMM) instrumental-variables
two-step estimators were computed that are robust to
heteroskedasticity (see online supplementary S.6 for

	

⟨
⟩
11
⟨
⟩
∑
snci = β1 + β2 pint
+ β3 Aorgi + β4 ei + β5 εi + dk,i βk + ui
ai
k=6



and

⟨
⟩
11
⟨
⟩
∑
iii = β1 + β2 pint
+ β3 Aorgi + β4 ei + β5 εi + dk,i βk + ui ,
ai

k=6

⟩ ⟨
⟩
where pint
, Aorgi , esi , and εi are the covariates (as
 ai

defined in the previous sections; see also table 1), dk,i  is
the dummy variable for the k-th geographical region of
country i, β1to β11are fixed parameters, and ui is the country-level error term. All models were estimated using Stata
V.15 (StataCorp LP).

⟨

Simulation modelling
To understand the potential impact of Brexit on the
UK’s research impact and surgical innovation and to
evaluate how any adverse outcomes could be mitigated
through suitable strategic collaborations beyond the EU,
a number of simulations were carried out based on the
real-world network. These simulations involved the severance of UK-EU27 collaborations and their subsequent
replacement with collaborations with different geographical clusters, with a view to investigating how the UK’s
performance would change.
Two simulation studies were conducted, one to assess
the effect of such substitutions on research impact and
the other the effect on innovation (see online supplementary S.7 for details). To ensure all replacements of collaborations were fair and on the conservative side, all UK-EU
collaborations were ranked by their corresponding output
(ie, research impact or innovation) and, starting from the
worst (lowest performing) one, each collaboration was
progressively substituted with a UK-non-EU collaboration. Specifically, for each output, three simulations were
conducted in which each UK-EU collaboration was substituted with the UK-non-EU collaboration associated with
one of the following three outcome measures: (1) the 25th
percentile; (2) the median and (3) the maximum value
of the distribution of normalised citations or innovation

Table 1 Summary of variable names, symbols and interpretation
Name of variable

Symbol

Variable description

Research impact

snci

Sum of normalised citations received by all articles published by all
organisations in country i across the years
Evidence-based innovative value of all articles published by country i

Innovation index

iii 
⟨
⟩
Average contribution to
int
publication of international pai


collaborators
Average no of publications ⟨A ⟩
orgi 
per domestic organisation 
Efficiency
Geographical entropy

e i 

εi 

Extent to which international collaboration contributed on average to an
article published by country i
Ratio between total no of articles published by country i and total no of
unique organisations in country i
Extent to which country i’s connections to other countries are non-redundant
Geographical dispersion of country i’s collaborations (ie, diversity of the
geographical locations of country i’s collaborators)
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Figure 1 Examples of closed (left) and open (right) egocentred networks of two nodes with the same number of
neighbours (ie, collaborators). In (A), the ego-centred network
shows a closed structure characterised by multiple closed
triangles, while in (B) the ego-centred network shows an
open structure (with no closed triangles) where neighbours
can reach one another only through the intermediation of the
focal (red) node.

index of all articles resulting from all UK-non-EU collaborations. To simulate the effects of newly established
UK-non-EU collaborations on performance, three
geographical clusters outside the EU were identified: (1)
the USA—the international leader in surgical innovation;
(2) Asia (including emerging research and innovation
powerhouses such as China, South Korea and India) and
(3) the ‘Rest-of-the-World’ (RoW).
Results
Global collaboration network
Figure 1 shows two ego-centred networks comprising
links between the focal node (‘ego’) and its neighbours (‘alters’), and links between neighbours. The
figure shows that two nodes with the same degree (ie,
the number of collaborators) can be characterised by
different structures of their ego-centred networks. A node
collaborating with others that also collaborate with each
other has redundant links generating closed triangles
and a closed network structure. A node collaborating with
disconnected others is characterised by an open network
structure, rich in structural holes and brokerage opportunities.22 24
Figure 2 (left-hand panel) shows the global collaboration network in robotic surgery consisting of 2397 links
connecting 772 organisations across 56 countries, where
the thickness of lines is proportional to the intensity of
collaboration, and the colour and size of nodes are proportional, respectively, to the research impact and innovation
index of the corresponding country. The network in the
right-hand top panel only highlights UK-EU collaborations. The right-hand bottom panel shows the association
between countries’ research impact and innovation on
the one hand, and number (ie, degree) and geographical
dispersion (ie, entropy) of collaborations on the other.
4

Global leaders in surgical innovation and their collaboration
profiles
Among all articles in robotic surgery, those involving
international collaboration achieved the highest performance in terms of both citations and innovation. By
contrast, articles involving no collaboration had the
lowest performance. Interestingly, articles that originated
solely from domestic collaborations had only a marginal
superior performance to those involving no collaboration
at all, both scoring significantly less than those resulting
from international collaborations (in terms of both citations and innovation). The findings are summarised in
figure 3.
The most innovative country in the field of robotic
surgery is the USA, followed by Italy and then the UK.
Among the top 10 for surgical innovation, there are
another four countries from the EU (Netherlands, Spain,
Germany and France) and three from Asia (South Korea,
China and India). In terms of research impact, the
ranking is similar: the USA still ranks first, with the UK
also appearing in the top 10 (sixth), along with Canada,
Japan and South Korea (ranking second). Figure 4 illustrates the rankings of countries by research impact and
innovation. It also depicts the contribution of collaboration patterns (international; domestic; no collaboration) to each country’s research impact and innovation.
Figure 5 sheds light on the effects of international collaboration on success, by showing the contributions of specific
geographical regions and countries to each individual
country’s research impact and innovation. It becomes
apparent that for robotic surgery the UK’s primary collaboration partner and largest contributor to both research
impact and innovation is the EU followed by the USA.
Regression analysis
Table 2 shows results from the estimated regression
models (see online supplementary tables S3–S6 for
descriptive statistics, estimates of all remaining parameters and specification tests). There is no statistically
significant difference in performance between two
countries that differ in contribution of international
collaborations and average number of publications per
organisation, after controlling for the other covariates.
By contrast, both efficiency and geographical entropy are
statistically significantly associated with both measures of
performance. After controlling for the other covariates,
as efficiency increases by 1 SD, a country’s normalised
citations and innovation value increase by 211.320 and
18.819 units, respectively. Moreover, an increase by 1 SD
in geographical entropy is associated with an expected
increase of 244.537 units in normalised citations and of
30.850 units in innovation value.
Simulation results
A number of simulations were carried out to examine the
potential effects of replacing EU collaborators with other
international partners on the UK’s research impact and
innovation in robotic surgery. The USA appears the most
Garas G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025025. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025025
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Figure 2 The International collaboration network in robotic surgery. The left-hand panel shows the global collaboration
network consisting of 2397 links connecting 772 organisations across 56 countries. The network is weighted, and the thickness
of the links corresponds to the intensity of the collaboration between the connected countries. The size of each node is
proportional to the corresponding country’s innovation index, whereas the colour to the average normalised citations received
by the country in the field of robotic surgery. The top right-hand panel shows a zoomed snapshot of the collaboration network
between the UK and all EU countries. The bottom right-hand panel shows the association among countries’ network degree,
geographical dispersion of collaborators, research impact and innovation index. EU: European Union.

Figure 3 Average normalised citations (A) and innovation
index (B) as a function of type of collaboration. Numbers
within bars refer to the corresponding number of articles
in each category. Average values of both citations and
innovation index are divided by the maximum value across
the corresponding three sets.
Garas G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025025. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025025

favourable collaboration partner replacing the EU in the
event of a ‘hard’ Brexit (figure 6). If that were the case, the
simulation study suggests that the UK’s innovation may
actually improve, especially if existing collaborations with
EU countries were to be replaced with top-performing
collaborations with the USA. However, the effect of such
substitutions on the UK’s research impact would be less
pronounced. In particular, the UK’s research impact
would ultimately suffer if an increasing percentage of
UK-EU collaborations were replaced by UK-US collaborations (figure 6A), unless the UK managed to substitute
all UK-EU collaborations with high-performing collaborations with the US (figure 6B, C).
Figure 6 also shows that leveraging collaborations with
Asian countries would not be as advantageous as with
the USA, especially in the event the UK were unable to
replace collaborations with EU countries with high-performing ones (figure 6A, D). The simulations also suggest
that replacing UK-EU collaborations with collaborations
involving RoW countries does not seem to represent an
appropriate post-Brexit strategy as this would mostly result
5
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Figure 4 The top 30 countries ranked according to their research impact (top) and innovation index (bottom). Bars are
colour-coded to indicate the type of collaboration that contributes to the overall output. The contribution to success of articles
involving international collaboration is further split into the contribution attributable to the focal country (orange bar) and the
contribution attributable to the foreign collaborators (red bar). Countries are ranked by (total) research impact (A) and innovation
(B), starting with the top-ranked on the left.

in a substantial drop in the UK’s performance (except in
figure 6C, E).
Discussion
This study evaluated research impact and innovation in
robotic surgery, and suggested that a country can benefit
from brokering between many and geographically diverse
collaborators. The results also illustrate the EU’s crucial
role in the UK’s phenomenal success. Specifically, the EU
was shown to represent the UK’s largest collaboration
partner and, more importantly, its greatest contributor
6

to both research impact and innovation. With Brexit
looming, this represents a much-needed study that
contributes towards a better understanding of how the
UK’s collaboration patterns might change and how these
changes might affect the UK’s research performance.
Despite wide disagreements across the country as
to whether Brexit will be beneficial or harmful to the
UK, the consensus within the scientific and healthcare
communities is that Brexit risks undermining the UK’s
status as a global leader in science and innovation.10 26
The three key mechanisms considered responsible are
Garas G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025025. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025025
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Figure 5 Contribution of geographical regions (A, C) and specific countries (B, D) to countries’ research impact (A, B) and
innovation index (C, D). Countries are ranked by (total) research impact (A, B) and innovation index (C, D), starting with the
top-ranked on the left. The length of each bar corresponds to the contribution to each country’s success attributable solely to
international collaborators (red bars in figure 4).

funding withdrawal from the EU, loss of EU researchers
from UK universities, and disruption of the UK’s research
and innovation networks—as a result of excluding the UK
from European research collaborative agreements and
the imposition of restrictions on the free movement of
people (including scientists).26 Based on our findings, but
also on the wider scientific literature, it becomes apparent
that for science and innovation the UK has greatly benefited from its collaboration with the EU. This is why ‘it
is the UK’s ambition to build on its uniquely close relationship with the EU, so that collaboration on science
and innovation is not only maintained, but strengthened’
Garas G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025025. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025025

as explicitly stated by the UK government in its UK-EU
future partnership paper.27
There are a series of reasons why the UK should be
prepared for weakening its current research links with
EU countries as a result of Brexit. First, the EU may sever
those research links to ensure a competitive advantage in
other aspects of the negotiations on the future relationship, such as those relating to protecting its political unity
and single market integrity.28 It is also expected that the
EU would not be keen to give a deserting member and
research powerhouse a deal similar to what it currently
holds.29 But even if the UK managed to remain in the EU’s
7
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Table 2 Instrumental-variables models of countries’ research impact and innovation
Model (1): Research impact
Contribution of international collaborators
No of articles per organisation

68.272 (158.432)
33.668 (48.883)

Model (2): Innovation
8.109 (11.384)
−2.363 (4.174)

Efficiency

211.320 (63.625)

18.819 (6.108)

Geographical entropy

244.527 (55.760)

30.850 (4.641)

Constant

74.600 (106.865)

No observations

56

Centred R2 (uncentred R2)
Root MSE (σ̂e )
F(10, 45)

0.572 (0.614)
184.4
3.26

7.116 (10.900)
56
0.519 (0.587)
17.63
7.17

The models are efficient GMM instrumental-variables estimators with SEs robust to heteroskedasticity. Robust SEs of parameter estimates
are within parentheses. Reported values of the square root of the MSE refer to the estimated standard deviation σ̂e of the idiosyncratic
disturbance. Estimated parameters in boldface are statistically significant at the 1% level (p<0.01).
GMM, generalised methods-of-moments; MSE, mean squared error.

research network, as a non-member, it would undoubtedly lose its existing influence in a number of critical
issues such as defining research priorities and directing
how EU research funds should be spent.12 Furthermore,
as a “third country”, the UK would likely go ‘at the back of
the queue’ when it comes to accessing EU research facilities.26 It is for all these interconnected reasons that it has
been argued that ‘the most effective way to support UK
and European scientific research is for the UK to remain
in the EU’.30
Those supporting Brexit could argue that these are
only unfounded speculations. However, factual evidence
is increasingly emerging.10 12 26 29 31 Reports from several
leading UK universities have recently documented biases
against UK researchers involved in EU programmes
including incidents where UK scientists already successful
in gaining EU grants were asked not to participate in these
programmes following the Brexit vote.29 Other recent
publications, including from the House of Commons
Science and Technology Committee, have suggested that a
number of UK researchers were coaxed to withdraw from
their leading role in Horizon 2020 programmes,3 some
research consortia including UK scientists were dismantled following the Brexit vote,3 and certain researchers
were refused to submit applications for EU grants that
included collaborators from the UK.3
Despite the well-documented problems caused by the
path-dependent nature of institutional relationships,32 33
the UK must be prepared for the formation of new strategic partnerships beyond the EU, and not simply await
the outcome of the UK-EU future partnership negotiations that will start after Brexit.34–36 From this perspective, the simulation studies provide insights into the likely
effects of such new strategic partnerships on the UK’s
scientific performance, and can thus prove valuable in
directing the UK’s future international strategy. Our study
suggests that, within the field of robotic surgery, the best
future partner for the UK in the event of a ‘hard’ Brexit
8

would be the USA, currently its second largest research
partner. However, our findings also suggest that the
UK could secure an increase in research impact only if
collaborations with the EU could always be replaced with
top-performing collaborations with the USA, something
that would be very difficult and costly to achieve in practice, at least in the short term. On the other hand, the
UK’s scientific performance may suffer if collaborations
with the EU could only be replaced with collaborations
with less successful countries or geographical regions (eg,
with non-Asian countries) or with less successful organisations in top-performing countries (eg, in Asia).
Thus, the UK’s best strategy in the short term might
be to try and maintain its academic links to the EU. This
represents a more pragmatic approach and is based on
the findings that the EU represents the UK’s largest
collaboration partner and its greatest contributor to both
research impact and innovation (see figure 5A–D). In
addition to maintaining existing collaborations with the
USA, another effective strategy, at least in the short term,
would be to reinforce existing (and successful) partnerships with Asian countries.37 38 This, combined with the
catalytic role of geographical entropy in boosting both
citations and innovation, is likely to help the UK to sustain
and reinforce its role as an ‘open, inclusive and outwardfacing’ global country.39 Moreover, in the longer term,
the establishment of new and strategic relationships with
successful research powerhouses such as the USA, China
and India will be crucial for maintaining the UK’s global
leadership in science and innovation in the post-Brexit
era.27 39
Before concluding, it is important to consider the limitations of this study. The analysis focused on a very specific
field, and caution is, therefore, required in generalising
the results to other domains. Additional studies would
be needed to uncover the role of collaborative networks
in different scientific fields. It should also be noted that
the dataset used in this study was obtained by searching
Garas G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025025. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025025
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Figure 6 Simulation of the variation in the UK’s research impact (top) and innovation index (bottom) as a result of substituting
EU collaborators with non-EU collaborators. All articles resulting from a collaboration involving only the UK and one or more
of the EU27 countries were ranked from worst to best performing by research impact (A–C) and innovation index (D–F). The
performance of various percentages of these articles, starting from the worst performing one, was replaced by the 25th
percentile (A, D), the median (B, E), and the maximum value (C, F) of the distributions of research impact (A–C) and innovation
index (D–F) of the sets of articles resulting from collaborations involving only the UK and: (1) the USA or (2) Asia or (3) the ‘Restof-the-World’ (RoW) countries excluding the EU27 members. The red reference line corresponds to the actual value of the UK’s
performance, normalised to one to facilitate the visual interpretation of the simulation results. Dotted lines refer to best fitted
linear trends relating research impact and innovation index to various percentages of substitution of articles. All trend lines have
a p<0.05, with the only exception of RoW in panel (F) with p=0.277. EU: European Union.

only one database—the Web of Science—which in turn
integrates a wide range of multidisciplinary research
outputs from various sources within a single comprehensive platform. Moreover, the potential loss of EU funding
(the UK received from the EU €8.8 billion for research
and innovation in the 2007–2013 period as part of the
Horizon 2020 programme grants)40 and/or of human
capital (almost one in five academics in UK universities
are from the EU)41 as a result of Brexit have not been
accounted for. This makes the simulation models conservative, as those losses would only further deteriorate the
UK’s performance. Finally, a methodological limitation is
chiefly concerned with the use of citation-based metrics
as indicators of scientific merit.42
Despite these limitations and, more generally, the difficulties faced by models of complex systems in predicting
future events and serving as a guide to practice,43 our
Garas G, et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e025025. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2018-025025

study has a number of strengths. It is the first of its kind
in surgical research, using network analysis and simulation modelling, to examine the impact of Brexit on a key
area in which, according to the Government’s industrial
strategy, the UK is set to be a global leader.17 This study
also comes at a very critical time point, when the level
of participation of the UK in future EU programmes on
science and innovation is still to be negotiated. By studying
the UK’s real-world international collaboration network,
the findings of this study are likely to be of practical value
to the UK government, its negotiators and policy-makers
when it comes to setting priorities, making decisions and
devising international strategies following Brexit.
As the shape of the future UK-EU relationship is still
to be determined, there is no doubt that the decisions
to be taken over the coming months and years will be
of historical importance and will affect the UK’s (and
9
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EU’s) future for many decades to come. Our study on the
impact Brexit might have on the UK’s scientific research
confirms what has long been argued, namely that the
UK-EU research partnership has been mutually beneficial and that its continuation represents the best possible
outcome for both negotiating parties. Importantly, this
study also provides new insights into the value of opportunities for research collaboration beyond the EU that the
UK should be seeking to establish. Finally, our network
and simulation-based analysis can be seen as a proof of
concept for conducting similar studies of other domains
that are equally important for the UK’s prosperity, such
as international trade and financial services, and thus for
inspiring policy and directing strategy towards ensuring
that the UK remains a global leader in the post-Brexit era.
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